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Instructions for Using the Eliminator Super 2000 
Test Track 2 --  NO Stage Beams, Start Beam Only 

 
1. Vehicles must be staged manually: 

Vehicles MUST be lined up behind the START beam when the tree cycles.  We recommend 
the vehicle be lined up 15 to 24 inches behind the START beam. 

 
2. Full Size Tree & Eliminator LEDs: 

The stage lights of the Full Size Tree and Eliminator will always be “on”.  This will indicate that 
the system is operating with a Start beam instead of a Stage beam and the Start beam is aligned.  
If the LEDs are “off”, the Start beam is blocked or misaligned. 

 
3. Bypass Plugs: 

When running the system with a Start beam, you MUST always have the bypass plugs in the 
Stage input location.  If you purchase Stage beams in the future, the bypass plugs should be 
removed and replaced with the Stage beams. 

 
4. Single Run/Bye Run: 

When making a single run, the Toggle Switch on the gray setup box must be set toward the 
SINGLE LANE setting.  You MUST block the START beam in the empty lane.  Put a cover over 
the beam or put a large orange traffic cone in the beam to block it.  Now the system is ready to 
make a run.  After the single vehicle goes through the finish line, you must press the “Abort/Finish” 
button on the gray setup box in the empty lane.  Do not hit the “Abort/Finish” button before the 
single vehicle has finished the run, or the vehicle will receive a bad ET. 

 
5. Abort/Finish Buttons:   

These buttons can be used to stop the ET clock if a race vehicle does not reach the finish line.  
The buttons are equivalent to a vehicle crossing the finish line beam.  We recommend waiting until 
the vehicle making the good run crosses the finish line, and then press BOTH “Abort/Finish” 
buttons.  This will ensure that you do not affect the ET of the vehicle making the good run. 
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